PRESS PACK FOR HOYS
CASPIANS AT HOYS!
The Caspian Display Team – the first multi-Caspian display ever seen at Britain’s greatest
international equestrian gathering – the Horse of the Year Show - is not just any team of horses. The
Caspian Horse is a rare creature, a link to an ancient past when such horses were highly valued by
the Kings and Queens of the Persian Empire. This unique little horse occupies an astonishingly
important niche in the evolution of many of the horses and ponies that we know and love today.
The Caspian Display at HOYS features twenty horses, including mares, geldings and stallions, both
pure bred and part-bred, who will demonstrate just a few of the strengths of a breed once thought to
be extinct.

The team will perform once a day from Wednesday to Friday and twice a day on

Saturday and Sunday during HOYS week.

History (ancient)
It seems that Caspians have been around for a very long time, although we didn’t know it for over a
thousand years. In the days of King Darius 3rd (‘Darius the Great’), strong small, active horses were
highly favoured as the chariot horses of King Darius. Their size, lightness of foot and agility were
trusted by the King to keep him safe when, to demonstrate his courage and fitness to be king, he was
expected to ceremoniously hunt hungry lions in the grounds of his Palace at Persepolis. Evidence of
the King’s respect and admiration for his favourite chariot horses can be seen in the small tri-lingual
Royal Seal, which is now in the British Museum, dated circa 500 BC. {Photo 1, © British Museum} It
shows the two tiny horses of the King’s chariot bravely facing a lion, which towers above them. The
gold Oxus treasure of the same era, (also in the British Museum) shows four fine but diminutive horses
harnessed to a chariot, which contains an important passenger seated alongside the driver. {Photo 2,
© British Museum}
Much of the evidence for the existence of the horses that we now call Caspians came from this era,
although it is believed that the same type of horses existed long before then. Friezes carved on the
walls alongside the grand Eastern staircase at Persepolis show accurate portrayals of the tribute animals
paraded before the King, and statues of the King mounted on one of his favourites can be seen.
Carved on the friezes with the other animals of the time are the powerful Nisean horses used for draft.
Other far smaller, fine-boned horses with domed foreheads and tiny ears are led by their Lydian

grooms, in the over-the-neck style of the time. These are believed to be the fore-runners of the modern
Caspian. {Photo 3, © British Museum}
Re-discovery - 1965
All this changed in 1965, when the young American woman Louise Firouz, looking for child-sized
mounts for the small riders at her Tehran riding academy saw a small, fine-boned stallion working in
the streets of a mountain village above the shores of the Caspian Sea in northern Iran. On hearing that
there were more of them around, “but they were very rare”, Firouz searched high and low to find a
few more of the horses (known locally as Puleki or Mouleki- ‘little muzzle’), which she took back to
her riding school at Norouzabad, Tehran. Here they were enthusiastically received by the children,
who discovered that these ‘new ponies’ could do it all! Firouz became so intrigued by her new
discoveries that she set in motion considerable international research into their history, origins and
physiology.
When the skeleton of a modern ‘Caspian’, was tested and compared with some puzzling and
unusually slender equine cannon bones found on an archeological dig in Northern Iran, they were
discovered to be from the same origins. Furthermore, the modern skeleton bore unique features never
seen before in any horse or pony, which confirmed her belief that the horses she had found were,
simultaneously, extremely rare, very ancient and, unbelievably, a horse in all but size! Blood analysis
further confirmed it, revealing the modern discoveries to be almost certainly descendants of those
ancient horses, which they strongly resembled. The late Elwyn Hartley Edwards, a respected horse
historian, designated the ancient Caspian as his ‘Horse Type 4’ – in senior position as the believed
antecedent of most of the hot-blooded horses we know today.

Arrival in Britain & spread worldwide
The first Caspians to be descended from Firouz’s original discoveries came to Britain in 1971 and were
followed by more during the mid-1970s. HRH Prince Philip, who had first seen Caspians in action
during a riding expedition after the Shah of Iran’s ‘Party in the Desert’, while attending the
Celebrations of the 2,500 years of the Peacock Throne with Princess Anne, was intrigued enough by
the horses and their astonishing history to accept a gift of a mare and stallion to take to Britain, to
ensure that the small breeding nucleus in Iran was not wiped out by disease or war. This mare and
stallion and their filly, born during quarantine in Hungary, were loaned to British breeders. By the
mid-1970s, a number of Caspians had been imported via three pioneering flights to the UK. The early
Caspian breeders found a great deal of interest and were soon exporting Caspians to Australasia and
America. National and International societies have been established to protect, record and promote

the breed’s survival. Although there are now Caspians flourishing in Europe, they must still, in the
truest sense, be considered very rare.

Breed Characteristics
The most obvious characteristics of the Caspian are…
•

An elegant, horse-like appearance in an animal of pony size.

•

The Caspian’s body is narrow and easy for small legs to grip.

•

It has natural balance, lightness and smoothness in all paces and is forward going and
responsive.

•

The child who learns to ride on a Caspian will not need to re-learn their skills when graduating
to a larger horse.

•

The Caspian character is usually friendly and curious, with high intelligence and a desire to
learn.

•

There is a natural agility and love of jumping and many Caspians and their part-breds have
been highly successful in a wide variety of activities.

•

The Caspian can be sensible and kind with a nervous rider, or highly competitive at driving or
pony racing – Caspians are prepared to do whatever their owner wants to do.

•

Ideal for the family - the children can ride it and the adults can drive it!

Abilities and achievements
Caspians and part-bred Caspians have been winning in show driving, cross-country obstacle driving,
pony racing, show jumping, eventing, gymkhana and many other disciplines – to a degree that is
astonishing in such a small population. To everything it does the Caspian Horse brings enthusiasm,
fun, a natural ability and a friendly disposition.
Read the wonderful Story of Koja “ From Rags to Riches” on the CHS website…
http://www.caspianhorsesociety.org.uk/kojas-story.html

Breeding Caspians

The Caspian Horse Society (CHS) in the UK maintains pure bred and part-bred stud books and
regulates and encourages the best practices in breeding while promoting the Caspian breed in as many
ways as possible. Breeders and buyers can obtain advice and assistance from the society’s website
www.caspianhorsesociety.org.uk or from the website of the international Caspian Society, which
oversees all national societies www.caspianhorses.org.

Exhibits – The Caspian Display
The Multi-Caspian Display at HOYS 2017 is the first of its type ever seen, so its performers have
required selection from a wide area, all having varying degrees of experience and schooling. The past
year has been eye-opening as claims about Caspians learning fast have been shown to be true!
Although the short display at HOYS can only give a taster, around the world there have been
demonstrations of their abilities in all of the disciplines shown in the Display - except for polo, where
their exciting potential has been noticed but not yet demonstrated on the polo field. It can surely be
only a matter of time.
The Caspians shown in the Display include mares, geldings and stallions, and several part-bred
Caspians are included in the team. Perhaps because of its antiquity, the Caspian usually passes on
many of its characteristics to its part-bred offspring, such as intelligence and kind nature, natural
agility, lightness of pace and a love of jumping. Whilst the Caspian has been successfully crossed with
many other breeds, the part-breds shown in the HOYS display are the result of crossing Caspian
stallions with Welsh Section A and Arabian mares. Five Caspian stallions show the breed type and
qualities that a breeder of children’s ponies might be looking for in a sire.

Trade Stands
Alongside the Display in the International Arena, further information on the breed and breeders will be
found on the Caspian Horse Society’s stand in the Retail Village, with photographs and merchandise to
help visitors to remember the Caspian Horse once you have left the show.
See a Caspian Horse in the in the newly relocated ‘Meet the Horses’ Area in the corner of the Retail
Village, which will also have information and photographs of Caspians in action.
The society welcomes new members - it is not necessary to own a Caspian to become a member.

CHS is deeply grateful to those owners, sponsors and donors who have enabled the Caspian Display to
take place.
VISIT the Society’s Website to learn more
www.caspianhorsesociety.org.uk
Society and Contacts:
The CASPIAN HORSE SOCIETY is a registered Charity, No.1076026, Company No.3763510, Limited
by Guarantee, registered in England & Wales. Office: 10, Water Lane, Castle Bytham, Grantham
NG33 4RT, United Kingdom.
Contacts:Mrs Ruth Staines, Chairman and Registrar.
07810 587236
Mrs Angela Davies, Secretary.
995146

Email: chs.registrar@dial.pipex.com. Mobile at HOYS:

Email: angeladavies635@icloud.com.

Mobile at HOYS: 07780
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